shpe047

pbr376

shpe047

Price: $8.20

Hand Knitted Round Shell Pearl Stretchy
Bracelet
Dazzling cultured Pearl elastic bracelet knitted by
elastic colloid wire with 6mm white round shell pearl
beads! 7.5 inch in length and without clasp

shpe047

pbr379

pbr380

shpe047

Price: $5.90

Nature white potato pearl& crystal illusion
Gossamer Bracelet
This beauty and purity pearl bracelet enhance cereal's
feminine design. we hand crafts this gossamer bracelet
by white 4-5mm mix 6-7mm freshwater potato pearls

shpe047

Price: $14.20

Hand Crafted Sterling Silver Overlay Pink
Pearl Bracelet
A beautiful array of glamorous pearls decorates this
bracelet ,the bracelet features 4-5mm and 7-8mm pink
color freshwater nugget pearl

pbr381

pbr378

Price: $10.40

Elegance 4-5mm White and Black Cultured
Pearl Flexible Bracelet
Wear this fun and flexible bracelet for every occasion!
This gorgeous cultured pearl bracelet is created from
4-5mm white and black color freshwater potato pearl

shpe047

Price: $3.30

Hand Knitted White Freshwater Nugget
Pearl Bangle Bracelet
This beauty pearl bracelet hand knitted by black thread
with white 4-5mm alternated with 7-8mm
freshwater nugget pearls

pbr377

Price: $17.60

Hand Knitted 3-4mm Potato Seed Pearl
Stretchy Bracelet
Beautiful seed Pearl elastic bracelet knitted by elastic
colloid wire with 3-4mm freshwater potato seed pearl
beads! 1.7inch width and 7.5 inch in length, No clasp
used in this bracelet

shpe047

pbr386

shpe047

Price: $9.40

Elegance Hand Knitted 3-4mm Button Pearl
Flexible Bracelet
Wear this fun and flexible bracelet for every occasion!
This hand knitted cultured pearl bracelet is created
from 3-4mm freshwater button seed pearl alternated
with 7-8mm potato pearl

shpe047

pbr388

pbr385

shpe047

Price: $12.80

Dazzling Hand Crafted Sterling Silver
Cultured Pearl Bracelet
Dazzling pearl bracelet hand crafted of 7-8mm white
color rice shape pearl and 12-13mm star shape
cultured pearl, combine with 925silver chain

shpe047

Price: $12.80

Hand Knotted 7-8mm White Cultured
Potato Pearl Bracelet
Enchanting cultured Pearl bracelet is strung by white
thread with three strands 7-8mm white freshwater
potato pearl beads, hand knot between pearl beads for
durability

pbr382

pbr373

Price: $9.60

Hand Wired Colorful 8-9mm Potato Pearl
Dangle Bracelet
A beautiful array of glamorous pearls decorates this
bracelet, this bracelet features 8-9mm white and
purple potato pearl, period gemstone beads

shpe047

Price: $8.20

Dazzling Hand made Colorful Cultured
Pearl & Crystal Bracelet
This Dazzling pearl bracelet hand strung of 6-7mm
pink and dark purple color potato pearl, 9*11mm
purple blister pearl and 6mm to 8mm faceted crystal
beads

pbr387

Price: $16.50

Enchanting Hand Knotted 8.5-9.5mm
Potato Pearl Bracelet
Enchanting freshwater pearl bracelet hand knotted
with 8.5-9.5mm white freshwater potato pearl,
decorated with 925 silver spacer fitting

shpe047

rpn367

shpe047

Price: $11.60

Fantastic Black Agate and Cultured Nugget
Pearl Party Opera Necklace
This is a fantastic party opera necklace, featured of A
single faceted, spherical agate bead hangs from a
necklace of alternating 6-7mm black freshwater nugget
pearl and 2mm black agate seed beads

shpe047

rpn371

rpn370

shpe047

Price: $15.90

Latest Pink Cultured Dancing Pearl and
Crystal Lariat Scarf Necklace
This stunningly elegant rope pearl hand strung 6-7mm
pink color side drilled pearls on 2 loose strands of
48inch long, and decorated with an 9*12mm green
crystal beads

shpe047

Price: $12.50

Amazing Black Seed Pearl and Potato pearl
Party Opera Necklace
This is a fantastic party opera necklace, featured of 34mm black color freshwater button seed pearl
alternating with 8-9mm potato pearl in white, black and
grey

rpn369

rpn368

Price: $17.90

Fantastic Black Agate and Freshwater
Nugget Pearl Party Opera Necklace
fantastic party opera necklace, made of 8-9mm black
color freshwater nugget pearl,12-13mm coin
pearl alternating with 18*25mm baroque black agate
beads

shpe047

Price: $22.90

Fantastic Gemstone and Freshwater Pearl
Party Opera Necklace
Fantastic party opera necklace, consist of 8-9mm white
and black color freshwater potato pearl,11-13mm coin
pearl, 16mm smoking quartz, 20mm coin shape
agate beads

rpn372

Price: $4.90

Amazing Colorful Gradual Nugget Pearl
Rope Necklace
Beautiful Cultured pearl matinee necklace featured of
3-4mm alternated with 6-7mm freshwater nugget pearl
in blue, black and coffee color; have good luster and
smooth

shpe047

mpn327

shpe047

Price: $26.40

Elegant Hand knotted Potato Pearl and
Mass Agate Layer Necklace
Designer freshwater pearl Layer necklace, Hand
knotted with white silk thread, made of 6-7mm potato
shape freshwater pearl, Combine 15*20mm mass
agate beads

shpe047

mpn329

mpn330

shpe047

Price: $19.90

Four Rows Black Freshwater Rice Pearl
Layer Necklace
Designer Four-strands pearl necklace has a
substantial feel and a beautiful 4-5mm light peacock
black freshwater rice shape pearl, arranged with
10*20mm Hematite beads to created this elegant look

shpe047

Price: $33.60

Sterling Silver blend of colors Freshwater
Potato Pearl Necklace
This Fashion double-strands pearl necklace has a
substantial feel and a beautiful blend of colors. White,
Purple, and green freshwater potato shape pearls

mpn332

mpn328

Price: $11.80

Three strands Black and Purple cultured
freshwater pearl necklace
This Fashion three-strands pearl necklace has a
delicate look and featured 5-6mm black freshwater rice
shape pearl, accentuate with the 6-7mm purple
nugget pearl, decorated with silver toned spacer fitting

shpe047

Price: $19.90

Elegant Hand knotted Potato Pearl and
Turquoise Layer Necklace
Designer freshwater pearl Layer necklace, Hand
knotted with white silk thread, made of 6-7mm potato
shape freshwater pearl, 9-10mm Rice shape pearl
Combine 6mm blue turquoise beads

mpn333

Price: $10.40

Designer Hand knotted White and Coffee
Cultured Pearl Layer Necklace
Designer freshwater pearl Layer necklace, Hand
knotted by white silk thread with three rows cultured
freshwater pearl, half in 6-7mm white potato pearl and
half in 7-8mm coffee blister pearl

shpe047

pnset562

shpe047

Price: $25.80

Smart Sterling Silver Black Cultured Pearls
Princess Necklace
Fresh look black cultured pearl princess necklace
feature hand-matched 7-8mm black cultured potato
pearls alternated with 4-5mm black potato pearl

shpe047

pnset569

pnset563

shpe047

Price: $22.70

Smart Grey Rice Pearl and Gemstone
Princess Necklace& Earrings
Fresh look Grey cultured pearl and gemstone Jewelry
set feature hand-matched 7-8mm grey cultured rice
shape pearls alternated with 6mm faceted agate

shpe047

Price: $9.10

Hand made Freshwater pearl twisted
costume necklace
2011 Latest fashion pearl necklace& earrings set, This
hot selling twisted Pearl necklace made of 4-5mm
white color nugget shape cultured pearl alternated with
6-7mm side drilled pearl

pnset571

pnset568

Price: $24.60

Triple strands Colorful freshwater pearl
twisted costume necklace
Fashion triple strand colorful pearl necklace& earrings
set, this set featured 4-5mm wine red color side drilled
cultured pearl alternated with 11-13mm coin pearl and
champagne color

shpe047

Price: $21.60

Hand Crafted Freshwater pearl Cluster
Costume Jewelry Set
This hot selling cluster Pearl necklace made of 6-7mm
champagne color side drilled cultured pearl alternated
with 10mm round shell pearl in coffee color

pnset570

Price: $3.90

Trendy White and Grey Potato Pearl
Princess Necklace with Agate Beads
This designer princess jewelry set made of 67mm blue color nugget shape cultured pearl alternated
with 12mm blue mother of pearl shell beads

shpe047

pnset572

shpe047

Price: $35.60

Freshwater Potato Pearl Pendant
Necklace& Earrings in Grape-like
Designer Grape pendant necklace Jewelry set include
an pendant and an pair of stud earrings; This jewelry
set hand wrapped with 10mm,8mm and 6mm
Freshwater potato pearl

shpe047

pnset580

pnset578

shpe047

Price: $15.00

Hand Crafted Timeless Black Agate and
Pearl Necklace with Rings
Timeless black agate and Pearl necklace crafted by
hand with 4-5mm white potato pearl, decorated with
4mm round black agate beads; It can be worn at
necklace 16inch

shpe047

Price: $22.80

Hand Crafted Sterling Silver Freshwater
pearl Costume Necklace Set
This specially design cultured Pearl necklace hand
crafted 8-9mm white color freshwater potato pearl
alternated with 5*12mm oval sterling silver findings

pnset579

pnset573

Price: $47.70

Freshwater Potato Pearl Cluster Pendant
Necklace& Earrings with Seamless Beads
Designer Grape pendant necklace Jewelry set include
an pendant and an pair of stud earrings; This jewelry
set hand wrapped with 10mm,8mm and 6mm
Freshwater potato pearl

shpe047

Price: $6.20

Hand Knotted 4-5mm White Seed Pearl
Princess Necklace
Hand-knotted 16-inch pearl necklace and 7.5-inch
bracelet jewelry set, Hand-selected with 4-5mm white
color side drilled seed pearl strung by white thread for
durability

pnset581

Price: $24.90

Hand Crafted Sterling Silver Freshwater
pearl Princess Necklace
Hand crafted sterling silver laser necklace flanked with
6-7mm&8-9mm white color cultured potato pearl and
10mm 925silver ball fitting from sterling silver role
chain

shpe047

tpn197

shpe047

Price: $38.90

Handmade Grey Cultured Freshwater Pearl
Twisted Necklace
Three strands Grey color freshwater pearl twisted
necklace, hand knotted with one row 6-7mm grey color
keshi pearl, one row grey color rice shape pearl and
one strand 11-13mm grey color coin pearl

shpe047

tpn200

tpn198

shpe047

Price: $15.40

Designer Cultured Pearl and Amethyst
Beads Twisted Necklace
Designer Pearl twisted Necklace featuring two strand
of 8-9mm and 6-7mm cultured nugget pearls in white
and pink color. alternated with amethyst beads

shpe047

Price: $9.50

Timeless Potato Pearl and Irregular
Turquoise Twisted Necklace
Timeless twisted Pearl Necklace consist of three
twisted strand of 6-7mm white potato pearl alternated
with irregular turquoise beads

tpn201

tpn199

Price: $20.40

Elegant Biwa Pearl and Drop Crystal
Twisted Necklace
Elegant twisted Pearl Necklace featuring two twisted
strand of 7*18mm white biwa pearl alternated with
6*9mm purple drop crystal beads

shpe047

Price: $31.50

Timeless Five Rows Colorful Cultured Pearl
Twisted Necklace
Five-rows twisted pearl necklace consist of one strand
8-9mm purple potato pearl, one 6-7mm purple rice
pearl, one 6-7mm coffee color button pearl, one rows
6-7mm champagne color nugget pearl

tpn202

Price: $19.80

Newest Five Rows Colorful Cultured Pearl
Twisted Necklace
Spring 2011 Five-rows twisted pearl necklace uses 78mm nugget pearl in purple, champagne, wine red
color and one row yellow crystal beads to great effect

shpe047

pn549

shpe047

Price: $17.90

Beautiful Hand Knitted Freshwater Pearl
Princess Necklace
Beautiful white princess necklace hand knit with 34mm white button shape seed pearl, decorated with 89mm white potato pearl! Can wear for every occasion

shpe047

pn536

pn535

shpe047

Price: $11.40

Popular Black Potato Pearl and Black
Agate Princess Necklace
This latest fashion princess necklace, made of 67mm black color potato pearls and 14mm round black
agate, with silver toned beads as decoration

shpe047

Price: $4.80

Hot Design Black Nugget Pearl and
Turquoise Princess Necklace
Trends fashion princess necklace, made of 8-9mm
black color freshwater nugget pearls and baroque
turquoise, combine with an 16mm round turquoise as
decoration

pn551

pn552

Price: $12.30

Elegant Sterling Silver Cultured Pearl
Princess Necklace
This elegant sterling silver Cultured pearl princess
necklace features 7-8mm white potato pearl stations
with a 925silver twisted chain. The 16 inch necklace
end with sterling silver lobster clasp

shpe047

Price: $12.60

Elegant Hand Knotted Cultured Pearl
Necklace with 925Silver Pendant
This elegant hand knotted Cultured pearl princess
necklace made of 4-5mm white potato pearl stations
with a sterling silver pendant set 12-13mm bread pearl
in the center

pn537

Price: $27.30

Hot Selling Large Potato Pearl and Agate
Princess Necklace
Fashion designer princess necklace, consist of 1112mm white color freshwater potato pearls and
15*24mm tube shape agate beads

shpe047

pn550

shpe047

Price: $28.80

Unusual Hand Knitted Freshwater Pearl
Wave Necklace
This unusual and versatile pearl necklace, hand knitted
with 3-4mm white button shape seed pearl alternated
with 6-7mm and 8-9mm white potato pearls in a wave
pattern

shpe047

pn554

pn557

shpe047

Price: $27.90

Hand Knit Austria Crystal and White Pearl
Princess Necklace
Newest designer white bridal pearl necklace hand
knitted with 4 -5mm white freshwater button seed pearl
in V shape, decorated with 5mm faceted crystal and
925silver spacer fittings

shpe047

Price: $17.90

Elegant Hand Knotted 9-10mm Rice Shape
Pearl Sterling Necklace
This simply elegant hand knotted sterling silver pearl
necklace features large 9-10mm freshwater rice pearl
in white color. They are hand knotted with cream silk
thread

spn058

pn553

Price: $26.50

Hand Knit Seed Pearl Choker Necklace
with Large Drop Pearl
Newest designer white bridal chocker necklace hand
knitted with 3-4mm white freshwater button seed pearl,
drop with six pieces 11-14mm large freshwater drop
pearl

shpe047

Price: $14.70

Beautiful Gradual Round Shell Pearl
Princess Necklace
Elegant Round shell pearl princess necklace strung by
white thread, create of 8mm, 10mm, 12mm to 14mm
Round shell pearl, mix in white and grey color; 16inch
in length

pn555

Price: $15.30

Hand Knitted Freshwater Pearl Bridesmaid
Necklace
Professionally white and black wedding pearl necklace
hand knitted with 3-4mm white freshwater button seed
pearl, decorated with 8mm round black agate beads

shpe047

gsn151

shpe047

Price: $4.30

Stylist Silver toned Gemstone and Crystal
Princess Necklace
Designer Princess Necklace! Very elegant necklace
that is made with 6mm&8mm Black agate and Deep
sea trident, decorated with 6mm tiger eye's gemstone
and faceted crystal beads

shpe047

bapnset013

gsn157

shpe047

Price: $27.80

Stylist Hand Crafted Gradual Black Agate
Layer Necklace
Designer hand crafted layer necklace! Very elegant
necklace that is made with 6mm,8mm to 10mm round
black agate beads in layer style, decorated with two
piece large flower shell pendant in the middle

shpe047

Price: $119.50

7-7.5mm AAA+ round akoya pearls with
Austrian crystals necklace earrings set
Stylish round Akoya Pearl necklace set consist of a
16inch necklace and a pairs of sterling dangle
earrings; This set made of made of 7-7.5mm AAA+
white round cultured akoya pearls

spn059

bapn012

Price: $8.90

Baroque seawater pearl and red jade
princess necklace
Charm baroque pearl princess necklace featured 6.57mm white baroque Chinese akoya pearl alternated
with 13*18mm oval red jade beads

shpe047

Price: $34.60

Designer Purple Potato Pearl & Round
Shell Pearl Princess Necklace
Designer Round shell pearl princess necklace strung
by Metal wire, made of 7-8mm purple freshwater
potato pearl alternated with 12mm coffee color round
shell pearl

spset068

Price: $7.10

Stunning Olivine Round Shell Pearl Bridal
Jewelry Set
This stunning jewelry set features 6mm alternated with
12mm Olivine round shell pearls stringed with fine
stainless steel wire, giving the illusion of gracefully
floating pearls around your neck

shpe047

spe419

shpe047

Price: $12.70

Dazzling Potato Pearl and Crystal Sterling
Silver Chandelier Earrings
Dazzling Sterling Silver pierce hook Chandelier dangle
earrings, Drop with four strands 3-4mm and 5-6mm
white color freshwater potato pearl

shpe047

ce031

ape008

shpe047

Price: $28.40

7.5-8mm white cultured akoya pearls set on
sterling tray CLIP Earrings
Value and elegance! This Smart rice pearl bracelet
hand strung the 4-5mm white freshwater rice pearl
into freshwater pearl ball, alter with 925 silver fitting

shpe047

Price: $10.40

sterling 8mm round red coral clip earrings
sterling coral earrings made of 8mm red round coral
beads and 7*15mm teardrop coral beads, with
925silver clip

tqe011

ape005

Price: $22.50

925silver 7-7.5mm black saltwater pearls
Dangles Bridal Earrings
stunning akoya pearl dangles earring feature
Beautiful 7-7.5mm black akoya pearls hang on a chain
for added swing while dancing

shpe047

Price: $3.80

Oval Turquoise and Black cultured pearl
Dangle Earrings
Such a great combination, 18*27mm oval turquoise
and 6-7mm black potato pearl. This pierced dangle
earrings with 925silver hook are destined to be in your
jewelry box

se056

Price: $1.50

Gild tone CONCH Shell 925 silver dangle
earrings on sale
This is spiral CONCH Shell dangle earrings made of
CONCH shell, combine with 925silver ear hook. gild
tone on the verge. about 23mm

shpe047

apr002

shpe047

Price: $13.00

sterling silver 7-7.5mm saltwater pearl ring,
US SIZE 7
This is a Brand New Sterling Silver Ring with one
piece 7-7.5mm akoya pearl, perfectly round, AA grade,
High luster, Light blemishes in the surface. US SIZE 7

shpe047

sr007

pr043

shpe047

Price: $2.40

Handcraft Colorful Potato pearl Silver
toned Adjustable Ring
A charming genuine 6-7mm multi-color potato shape
freshwater pearl Ring with adjustable silver toned
fittings, ring is made with an expandable open back
band for a "one size fits most

shpe047

Price: $2.50

Silver-toned Carve Flower Sea Shell
Adjustable Ring
Carve flower mother of pearl shell rings combine with
silver-tone adjustable band;Size:20*26mm, This ring is
made with an expandable open back band for a "one
size fits most

jr001

cr001

Price: $2.70

5mm round red coral ring with adjustable
18KGP mounting
A charming genuine 4mm red round coral beads ring
with adjustable 18KGP mounting, ring is made with an
expandable open back band for a "one size fits most

shpe047

Price: $2.10

silver plated Green jade ring,us size 7-summer collection
Greed jade rings made of oval green jade beads inlaid
silver mountting;with zircon beads as decoration, us
size 7 ;

zr019

Price: $2.00

Adjustable flower zircon 18KGP ring jewelry
Hand crafted adjustable zircon rings, with a 18mm 3
layers multicolor zircon beads looking like a blooming
flower, on adjustable 18KGP ring mounting

